
Food and energy innovators responding to social consciousness demands 
Acterra Business Environmental Awards applicants creating new sustainability solutions 
 
 
PALO ALTO, March 7, 2018 – Acterra’s Business Environmental Awards Program 
(acterra.org/bea) recently announced the finalists for the 2018 Awards cycle. Acterra’s Awards 
Program is one of San Francisco Bay Area’s oldest and most prestigious environmental 
recognition programs. From food innovation to clean energy, this year’s applicant pool gave 
insight into the current environmental business trends, showing how leading edge companies 
are responding to consumer demand for sustainable products and services. 
 
Food innovation emerged as a clear trend, with several 2018 BEA applicants having a focus on 
plant-based replacements for animal products and new or more efficient use of plant foods. 
This year’s spike in food technology applicants points to a growing market for food brands that 
make ethical claims, following two of last year's award winners, Impossible Foods and Veritable 
Vegetable, and other past winners with a sustainable food focus including Annie’s Inc., City 
Blooms, and Bon Appetit. According to Nielsen's Global Sustainability Report (2015), 2/3 of 
consumers (and nearly 3/4 of millennials) are willing to pay more to buy from companies 
committed to positive social and environmental impact, which will hopefully bode well for this 
year’s food related Finalists: JUST, Kuli Kuli, Ripple Foods and Regrained. 
 
Clean Energy was another BEA trend, with technology and software solutions ranging from 
building and farm management, to next generation batteries, consumer efficiency incentives 
and electric vehicles. A related cluster in this year's applicant pool was Community Choice 
Aggregators (CCA), a new type of utility that provides cities and counties with the opportunity 
to choose the types of energy to purchase. CCAs introduce competition within the energy 
market and tend to offer more renewable energy choices, allowing consumers to directly 
influence their energy sources. The rise in energy related applications this year showcases the 
public’s growing understanding of the long-term security and environmental benefits of moving 
toward energy efficiency and clean power. These applicants also reflect California’s growth in 
the clean energy sector and the growing competition within the energy market as consumers 
gain awareness and the power of choice in their energy use. This year’s Finalists with an energy 
focus are: OhmConnect, Peninsula Clean Energy, Primus Power, Tesla, and Wexus Technologies. 
 
"The San Francisco Bay Area is known worldwide as a hub of innovation. Through Acterra's 
Business Environmental Awards Program, we see that innovation extends to some of the most 
fundamental needs for sustainable solutions, from food to energy," noted Adam Stern, 
Acterra's Executive Director. "This year's record breaking applicant pool demonstrates that both 
companies and consumers are embracing sustainability as a business benchmark and are 
driving for creative solutions to secure our future." 
 
A full list of this year's finalists can be found here: acterra.org/bea-2018-finalists.  
 

https://www.acterra.org/bea/
https://www.acterra.org/bea-2018-finalists


Award winners will be announced March 19 and this year's award ceremony and reception will be held 
May 31, 2018, 5:30 PM to 8:30 PM at Bay Area Metro Center, hosted by Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District. For an invitation or more information please contact the Program Director, Nicole 
Angiel at nicole.angiel@acterra.org. 
 
About Acterra: Action for a Healthy Planet 
Acterra is a San Francisco Bay Area 501(c)(3) nonprofit based in Palo Alto that brings people together to 

create local solutions for a healthy planet. We work locally to help people save energy, use cleaner 

power, and reduce their carbon footprint at home, at work, and in the community. We also recognize 

Bay Area companies that are leaders in environmental sustainability and create mechanisms for 

companies and organizations to learn from each other. For more information, visit acterra.org. 

http://acterra.org/

